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ABSTRACT


This paper presents work done at Cambridge University, on the TREC-
7 Spoken Document Retrieval (SDR) Track. The broadcast news audio
was transcribed using a 2-pass gender-dependent HTK speech recog-
niser which ran at 50 times real time and gave an overall word error
rate of 24.8%, the lowest in the track. The Okapi-based retrieval en-
gine used in TREC-6 by the City/Cambridge University collaboration
was supplemented by improving the stop-list, adding a bad-spelling
mapper and stemmer exceptions list, adding word-pair information, in-
tegrating part-of-speech weighting on query terms and including some
pre-search statistical expansion. The final system gave an average pre-
cision of 0.4817 on the reference and 0.4509 on the automatic tran-
scription, with the R-precision being 0.4603 and 0.4330 respectively.


The paper also presents results on a new set of 60 queries with assess-
ments for the TREC-6 test document data used for development pur-
poses, and analyses the relationship between recognition accuracy, as
defined by a pre-processed term error rate, and retrieval performance
for both sets of data.


1. INTRODUCTION


Spoken Document Retrieval (SDR) combines state of the art technol-
ogy from the fields of speech recognition and information retrieval.
We combine the high performance HTK speech recogniser with the
tried and tested Okapi-based retrieval engine to produce a good SDR
system, then develop some extensions to improve the system further.
We evaluated performance during development on the TREC-6 SDR
document data using a set of 60 queries developed in-house (CU60),
and applied our final system in the TREC-7 SDR track.


This paper firstly describes the TREC SDR task and the data used
in both development and evaluation of our SDR system. The speech
recogniser is described in detail in section 2, where the performance
of all the sites participating in the cross-recogniser runs is given. The
retrieval engine is then described in section 3 emphasising the innova-
tions introduced for the TREC-7 evaluation and giving results based
on both the CU60 development set and the TREC-7 evaluation set.
A summary of these results is presented in section 4. The relation-
ship between the output of the speech recogniser and the input of the
retriever is discussed in section 5, leading to the introduction of a pro-
cessed Term Error Rate (TER) to represent the recognition accuracy
for SDR systems. Section 6 presents the relationship between this TER
and retrieval performance for different speech recognisers and shows
the degradation of retrieval performance with increased TER. Finally,
conclusions are offered in section 7.


1.1. Description of TREC SDR Task


For the TREC-7 SDR track, audio from American broadcast radio
and TV news programs is presented along with a list of manually-
generateddocument-boundaries. Natural language text queries, such
as “Have their been any volcanic eruptions in Montserrat recently?”
are then provided. The participating sites must generate a transcription
of the audio automatically and run an IR engine on this transcription
to provide a ranked list of potentially relevant documents.


Real relevance assessments generated by humans are then used to eval-
uate the ranked list in terms of the standard IR measures of precision
and recall. Sites may also run their retrieval system on a manually-
generated reference transcription, baseline transcription(s) provided
by NIST and cross-recogniser transcriptions generated by other par-
ticipating sites.


1.2. Description of data


There are two main considerations when describing the data for SDR.
Firstly the audio data used for transcription, and secondly the query/
relevance set used during retrieval. Table 1 describes the main proper-
ties of the former, whilst Table 2 describes the latter, for thedevelop-
mentandevaluationdata sets.


Development Evaluation
Name of Data TREC-6 Test TREC-7 Test
Nominal Length of Audio 50 hours 100 hours
Number of Documents 1451 2866
Number of Different Shows 12 8
Approx. Number of Words 410,000 770,000
Average Doc length 283 words 269 words


Table 1: Description of data used


Development Evaluation
Name of Query Set CU60 TREC-7 Test
Number of Queries 60 23
Average Length of Query 7.1 words 14.7 words
Number of Relevant Docs 549 390
Mean # Rel Docs per Query 9.2 docs 17.0 docs


Table 2: Description of query and relevance sets used







2. THE HTK BROADCAST NEWS TRANSCRIPTION
SYSTEM


The input data is presented to our HTK transcription system as com-
plete episodes of broadcast news shows and these are first converted
to a set of segments for further processing. The segmentation uses
Gaussian mixture models to divide the audio into narrow and wide-
band audio and also to discard parts of the audio stream that contains
no speech (typically pure music). The output of a phone recogniser is
used to determine the final segments which are intended to be acousti-
cally homogeneous. Further details of the segmenter are given in [5].


Each frame of input speech to be transcribed is represented by a 39
dimensional feature vector that consists of 13 (includingc0) cepstral
parameters and their first and second differentials. Cepstral mean nor-
malisation (CMN) is applied over a segment.


Our system uses the LIMSI 1993 WSJ pronunciation dictionary aug-
mented by pronunciations from a TTS system and hand generated cor-
rections. Cross-word context dependent decision tree state clustered
mixture Gaussian HMMs are used with a 65k word vocabulary. The
full HTK system [12] operates in multiple passes and incorporates
unsupervised maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) based
adaptation and uses complex language models via lattice rescoring and
quinphone HMMs. This system gave a word error rate of 16.2% in the
1997 DARPA Hub4 broadcast news evaluation.


The TREC-7 HTK SDR system uses the first two passes of the 1997
HTK Broadcast News System [12] in a modified form for reduced
computational requirement. The first pass uses gender independent,
bandwidth dependent cross-word triphone models with a trigram lan-
guage model to produce an initial transcription. The output of the first
pass is used along with a top-down covariance-based segment clus-
tering algorithm [6] to group segments within each show to perform
unsupervised test-set adaptation using maximum likelihood linear re-
gression based model adaptation [7, 3]. A second recognition pass
through the data is then performed using a bigram language model to
generate word lattices using adapted gender and bandwidth specific
HMMs. These bigram lattices were expanded using a 4-gram lan-
guage model and the best path through these lattices gives the final
output. This system runs in about 50 times real-time on a Sun Ultra2
and achieves an error rate of 17.4% on the 1997 Hub4 evaluation data.
It should be noted that the error rates on Hub4 data and TREC data are
not strictly comparable in part due to the differences in quality of the
reference transcriptions.


The HMMs for TREC-7 used HMMs trained on 70 hours of acous-
tic data and the language model was trained on broadcast news tran-
scriptions ranging in date from 1992 to May 1997 supplied by the
LDC and Primary Source Media (about 152 million words in total).
The language model training texts also included the acoustic training
data (about 700k words). These data were supplemented by 22 mil-
lion words of texts from the Los Angeles Times and Washington Post
covering the span of the evaluation period (June 1997 to April 1998
inclusive). Using all these sources a 65k wordlist was chosen from the
combined word frequency list whilst ensuring that the number of new
pronunciations which had to be created was manageable. The final
wordlist had an OOV rate of 0.3% on the TREC-7 data.


Development work on the TREC-6 test corpus was done using two
HTK based systems. The two pass system (HTK-2) was similar in de-
sign to the final TREC-7 system but used HMMs trained on only the
allowable 35 hours of acoustic training data and used a reduced set of
texts for language model training data and only data that was allowable
for the TREC-6 tests. This system gave a word error rate of 24.1% on


the TREC-6 test data. The other system used in TREC-6 development
was a single pass system (HTK-1) and ran in about 45 times real time.
This was similar to the first pass of the two pass system but used more
pruning and gave a word error rate 28.6% on the TREC-6 SDR test
data.
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Figure 1: Processing for SDR Speech Recognition


2.1. WER results from Cross Recogniser Runs


We have also used alternative automatic transcriptions to assess the
effect of error rate on retrieval performance, namely, for TREC-6 the
baseline supplied by NIST (computed by IBM) and the transcription
obtained by Sheffield University [1]. For TREC-7 there are the 2
NIST-supplied baselines generated from the CMU recogniser, and cross-
recogniser runs from Dragon, ATT, Sheffield and DERA. The full set
of comparisons with other SDR sites is given in Table 3.1


TREC-6 TEST DATA Corr. Sub Del Ins Err
NIST/IBM Baseline 59.1 33.6 7.3 9.1 50.0
Sheffield 66.0 25.3 8.7 5.8 39.8
HTK-1 77.3 17.5 5.2 5.9 28.6
HTK-2 80.8 14.6 4.6 4.9 24.1


TREC-7 TEST DATA Corr. Sub Del Ins Err
CUHTK 79.5 15.6 4.8 4.3 24.8
Dragon 74.6 18.6 6.8 4.3 29.8
ATT 73.7 20.4 5.9 4.8 31.0
NIST/CMU base1 72.1 22.6 5.3 6.7 34.6
Sheffield 69.5 23.7 6.8 5.4 35.8
NIST/CMU base2 65.8 30.1 4.1 12.9 47.1
DERA run 2 47.3 44.8 7.9 8.8 61.5
DERA run 1 39.7 47.7 12.6 5.9 66.2


Table 3: WER results for development and evaluation


1NB: development WERs were found on a document (story) basis, but eval-
uation WERs were on an episode basis.







3. IR SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT


3.1. Benchmark System


Our benchmark retriever was the Okapi-based system used by the City/
Cambridge University collaboration for quasi-spoken document re-
trieval in the TREC-6 evaluation [11]. The overall SDR system ar-
chitecture is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The overall SDR system architecture


The IR system is split into two stages. Firstly a preprocessor stops
and stems the words in all the documents using a Porter stemmer [8]
and an inverted index file is generated which contains the number of
documents in the collectionN , the length of each document,dl(j),
the number of documents containing each query term,n(i), and the
number of times the term occurs in the given document,tf(i; j).


Following [10] and [9] the main retrieval engine generates a score for
each documentj for each query by summing the combined weights,
cw(i; j) for each query termi produced from the formula:


cw(i; j) =
(logN � log n(i))tf(i; j)(K + 1)


K(1� b+ bndl(j)) + tf(i; j)


wherendl(j) is the length of documentj normalised by the averagedl
andK andb are tuning constants. The final ranked list of documents
is thus produced for each query by sorting the returned weights in de-
scending order.


We used our two data sets to explore various refinements to this bench-
mark system, for the moment disregarding whether they can be re-
spectably motivated within the probabilistic model. Thus for example,
as there is some demonstrated retrieval value in simple phrases, we
experimented with this. Though it is impossible with such a small
data set to assess how useful various retrieval devices are as means of
offsetting speech recognition errors, the fact that with larger collec-
tions error compensation may be more important suggested that it was
worth undertaking some initial work on devices that not only seem to
have some general utility (as shown in past TRECs), but also may have
some particular value in the spoken document context.


The next sections report our comparative experiments using the CU60
queries/assessments for development, and the TREC-7 data for evalu-
ation, with results presented using a subset of the full TREC measures.


3.2. Improvements ? - Stopping


The first preprocessing stage is to removestopwords, so IR perfor-
mance may thus be affected by which words are defined as stop words.


Work was done to stabilise our existing standard stoplist. Initially ex-
tra query-specific words, such asfind anddocuments, were added to
the stoplist for queries only. This meant two stop lists were used, one
for the documents and one for the queries. This was useful, but we
went further and developed a new pair of stoplists specifically for the
broadcast news data. Thus ‘words’ occurring in broadcast news which
represent hesitations in speech, such asuh-huhor hmmmwere defined
as stop words and finally some common function words which ap-
peared to have been overlooked such asamwere also added.


The improvement in performance on the development data is given in
Table 4. The gain in average precision is 0.7% on the reference and
1.9% on the automatic transcriptions. The greater improvement on the
latter is due to the introduction of recogniser-specific hesitations into
the stopword list.


AveP R-P @5docs AveP R-P @5docs
ref ref ref HTK HTK HTK


T6 Stop 0.6687 0.5931 0.5600 0.6287 0.5583 0.5267
New Stop 0.6758 0.5928 0.5733 0.6478 0.5834 0.5433


Table 4: Effect of using new stop lists for the CU60 data set


The corresponding performance from introducing these new stoplists
on the TREC-7 evaluation is given in Table 5. The average precision on
the reference increases by 0.3% whilst for the automatic transcriptions,
the increase is 1.7% These results confirm the benefit of using the new
stopword lists.


AveP R-P @5docs AveP R-P @5docs
ref ref ref HTK HTK HTK


T6 Stop 0.4661 0.4481 0.5304 0.4345 0.4242 0.5478
New Stop 0.4689 0.4617 0.5565 0.4512 0.4385 0.5826


Table 5: Effect of using new stop lists for the TREC-7 data set


3.3. Improvements ? - Mapping


We tried adding a mapping list for word variants. Some of these map-
pings only affect the reference transcriptions, but were included to al-
low proper reference/speech comparison. Others might be important
for the automatically transcribed spoken documents.


Reference transcriptions from previous broadcast news evaluations
were used to generate a list of commonly misspelt words. These
are mostly names, such asChechnia/Chechnyaor Zuganauf/Zuganov/
Zyuganov, but the list also include some words or phrases in com-
mon usage which are often misspelt, such asall right/alright andbaby
sit/baby-sit/babysit. This list was then used to correct the misspelt
words by mapping the transcriptions accordingly.


A few synonyms were also added to the mappings to allow words
like United States/U.S.to be made equivalent. A stemming excep-
tions list was also made to compensate for known problems with the
Porter stemmer, such as equatingnewsandnew, but notgovernment
andgovernmental. For ease of implementation this was also included
in the mapping step.







The effect of adding this mapping stage to the preprocessing when
using the new stoplists is given in Table 6 for the development data
and Table 7 on the evaluation data.


AveP R-P @5docs AveP R-P @5docs
ref ref ref HTK HTK HTK


New Stop 0.6758 0.5928 0.5733 0.6478 0.5834 0.5433
+ Mapping 0.6960 0.6191 0.5867 0.6746 0.6217 0.5533


Table 6: Effect of adding mapping for the CU60 data set


AveP R-P @5docs AveP R-P @5docs
ref ref ref HTK HTK HTK


New Stop 0.4689 0.4617 0.5565 0.4512 0.4385 0.5826
+ Mapping 0.4769 0.4694 0.5565 0.4422 0.4344 0.5565


Table 7: Effect of adding mapping for the TREC-7 data set


The mapping increased average precision by 2.0% on the reference
and 2.7% on the automatic transcriptions for the development data.
The corresponding effect on the TREC-7 evaluation data was disap-
pointing, with an increase of 0.8% on the reference, but adecreaseof
0.9% on the automatic transcriptions. When the systems were anal-
ysed in more detail, it was found that the average precision on the
HTK transcriptions remained unaltered for 5 queries, increased for 11
queries, and decreased for 7 queries. The largest decrease occurred on
query 70:
What are the latest developments in gun control in the U.S.? In partic-
ular, what measures are being taken to protect children from guns?
After stopping this became:
latest developments gun control usj particular measures protect chil-
dren guns


Since the training transcriptions did not always consistently write the
word gunshotas either one or two words, the mapping file contained
the map [gun+shot ! gunshot ]. Unfortunately, although this
would have helped had the query contained the wordgunshot, it actu-
ally degraded performance in this case, as an instance of the wordgun
had effectively disappeared from two relevant documents.


Difficulties with words like this exist whether or not mapping is carried
out. For example, suppose the wordgunshothad been in the query and
no mapping had been implemented: our system would not have found
stories transcribed asgun shot. Therefore, whether a given mapping
is beneficial or not, may depend on exactly what the query terms are.
This is an inherent difficulty with this type of system and requires ei-
ther some expansion, or a way of allowing words such asgunshotto
match bothgunshotandgun + shotduring the scoring to solve it.


A similar problem arises with query 62:
Find reports of fatal air crashes.


If the mapping[air+force ! airforce] is implemented, then
the score for the relevant documentee970703.22 which contains
two instances of the word-pair[air+force] decreases from rank 4
to rank 47 due to the two occurrences of the wordair, which can no
longer be found.


The conclusion is therefore that mapping in order to correct bad
spellings and allow exceptions to the stemming algorithm is a good
thing and will improve retrieval performance. However, mappings
which convert two words into one when it is not always clear whether
the word should exist as one word, a hyphenated word, or two separate
words, should be used sparingly, at the system’s peril.


3.4. Improvements ? - Word-Pair Modelling


Past TREC tests have shown that there is some value in the use of
phrasal terms, though these need not be linguistically, as opposed to
statistically, defined. The most common method is to use a file-based
phrasal vocabulary. However linguistically-motivated phrasal terms
drawn from the request topic have also been used e.g. with INQUERY,
and we decided to try this.


Each query was tagged using a Brill tagger [2] and pairs of adja-
cent words with no interceding punctuation, which followed the se-
quenceN/N or J/N, whereN is a noun or name andJ is an adjective,
were marked as word-pairs. These word-pairs were then weighted and
added to the query terms. The indexing procedure was refined to allow
Term Position Indexes (TPIs) to be stored in an augmented inverted
file. The normal combined weight measure was applied to the word-
pairs, after using the TPIs to find which documents the word-pairs
occurred in.


An example of the word-pairs added in this way is:


CU60 : How many people have been murdered by the IRA in
Northern Ireland
north ireland


TREC-7: What are the latest developments in gun control in the
U.S.? In particular, what measures are being taken to
protect children from guns?
gun control


The effect of applying this word-pair modelling on the original TREC-
6 system and the system after the new stoplists and mapping had been
applied are given in Tables 8 and 9 for the CU60 and TREC-7 tasks re-
spectively. The lines labelled ‘a’(lone) show the impact of this device
alone, the lines labelled ‘c’(ombined) show the impact of the word-
pair device whenaddedto the previous stopping and mapping.


AveP R-P @5docs AveP R-P @5docs
ref ref ref HTK HTK HTK


a 0.6687 0.5931 0.5600 0.6287 0.5583 0.5267
a +wp 0.6690 0.5898 0.5633 0.6371 0.5709 0.5267
c 0.6960 0.6191 0.5867 0.6746 0.6217 0.5533
c +wp 0.7015 0.6288 0.5867 0.6760 0.6216 0.5500


Table 8: Effect of adding word-pair weights for the CU60 data set


AveP R-P @5docs AveP R-P @5docs
ref ref ref HTK HTK HTK


a 0.4661 0.4481 0.5304 0.4345 0.4242 0.5478
a +wp 0.4597 0.4246 0.5130 0.4287 0.4097 0.5391
c 0.4769 0.4694 0.5565 0.4422 0.4344 0.5565
c +wp 0.4714 0.4549 0.5652 0.4423 0.4199 0.5565


Table 9: Effect of adding word-pair weights for the TREC-7 data set


The addition of word-pair information in development increased the
average precision of the combined system by 0.6% on the reference
and 0.1% on the automatic transcriptions. The device was therefore
included in the evaluation system. Unfortunately it had no effect on
average precision for the automatically generated TREC-7 transcrip-
tions and actually worsened performance on the reference. This may
be influenced by the number of (stopped) query terms (3.417 per query
for CU60, 7.13 for TREC-7) and the number of word-pairs added (1.18
per query for CU60, 1.61 for TREC-7), or may be a result of the dif-
ferent properties of the document sets.







3.5. Improvements ? - Part-of-Speech Weighting


Work in the past within the Okapi framework has not significantly in-
vestigated the use of explicit, as opposed to implicit, linguistic term
characterisation within the probabilistic model (though the model does
not constrain linguistic criteria for the initial choice of base terms). We
nevertheless decided to study the use of linguistic information, admit-
tedly in an fairly ad-hoc way, but with a view to possibly exploring it
more rigorously later.


It seems that certain classes of words convey more information than
others. For example, proper names are generally more helpful in find-
ing specific information than commonly used verbs. To exploit this
fact different weights were given to the query terms depending on their
part-of-speech.


The query terms were tagged using the Brill tagger and then subse-
quently divided into one of four groups: Proper Noun (PN), Common
Noun (CN), Adjective or Adverb (AA) and the rest, mainly consisting
of verbs and hence denoted VB. The weights which gave the greatest
increase in average precision on the development data and were there-
fore incorporated into the retrieval system proved to be:


Proper Noun (names) 1.2
Common Noun 1.1
Adjective & Adverbs 1.0
Verbs and the rest 0.9


confirming the belief that names generally hold more specific indica-
tions than common nouns, which in turn are better then adjectives,
adverbs and verbs.


The effect of applying this POS weighting on the original TREC-6
system and the system after the new stoplists, mapping and word-
pairs had been applied are given in Tables 10 and 11 for the CU60
and TREC-7 tasks respectively.2 Also included in Table 11 are the
results for the case of[PN=1.3 CN=1.2 AA=1.0 VB=0.8] la-
belled asopt as they provided an optimal set for the improvement in
average precision for the HTK transcriptions on the TREC-7 evalua-
tion data. The results without including word-pairs on the TREC-7
data are given as a comparison and labelled asc-wp.


AveP R-Prec @5docs AveP R-Prec @5docs
ref ref ref HTK HTK HTK


a 0.6687 0.5931 0.5600 0.6287 0.5583 0.5267
a + POS 0.6750 0.6013 0.5633 0.6309 0.5552 0.5333
c 0.7015 0.6288 0.5867 0.6760 0.6216 0.5500
c + POS 0.7109 0.6402 0.5867 0.6802 0.6216 0.5533


Table 10: Effect of adding POS weighting for the CU60 data set


Implementing the chosen POS weights gave an increase in average
precision of 0.94% on the reference and 0.42% on the HTK transcrip-
tions for the CU60 development set and 0.94% on the reference and
0.76% on the HTK transcriptions for the TREC-7 evaluation set. In-
creasing the relative weights of nouns further for the TREC-7 task
can be seen to increase average precision on the HTK-recogniser run,
whilst leaving the reference unaffected. An additional increase can be
gained by removing the word-pair device.


2A small bug in the integration of POS weighting and mapping resulted in
the gain in the submitted evaluation run being slightly lower than that quoted
here.


AveP R-Prec @5docs AveP R-Prec @5docs
ref ref ref HTK HTK HTK


a 0.4661 0.4481 0.5304 0.4345 0.4242 0.5478
a +POS 0.4695 0.4328 0.5652 0.4446 0.4310 0.5565
a +opt 0.4737 0.4420 0.5739 0.4460 0.4394 0.5739
c 0.4714 0.4549 0.5652 0.4423 0.4199 0.5565
c +POS 0.4808 0.4636 0.5913 0.4499 0.4372 0.5652
c +opt 0.4807 0.4636 0.5913 0.4524 0.4439 0.5913


c-wp 0.4769 0.4694 0.5565 0.4422 0.4344 0.5565
c-wp+POS 0.4869 0.4818 0.5913 0.4499 0.4408 0.5739
c-wp+opt 0.4852 0.4673 0.6000 0.4544 0.4588 0.6000


Table 11: Effect of adding POS weighting for the TREC-7 data set


Care should be taken when increasing the difference between the query
POS weights since this naturally interacts with the stemming because
the information about part-of-speech in the documents is generally lost
during the stemming procedure.


3.6. Improvements ? - Statistical Pre-Search Expansion


Following widespread TREC practice we decided to try pre-search ex-
pansion using statistical term co-occurrences, [10, 13] both as a device
for including terms related to the query terms and to compensate for
inadequate stemming. In principle this should be based on actual text
data, for example, by using a parallel text corpus, but we used the tran-
scribed document set. Note this is not ideal due to the document set
being small and the presence of transcription errors.


Our expansion system, e(xpansion), adds a new stemE based on an
original stemO when the probability of the original term being present
in a document given that the expanded term is present,P (OjE), is
greater than a half. This is equivalent to saying the expanded stem is
more likely to occur when the original stem is present than when it is
absent. Only stems which occur in more documents than the original
were added and terms which occur in over 2% of the documents were
not expanded to reduce over-expansion problems.


An additional development , r(oots), was also included to enhance the
stemming process. This involved adding stems which have a common
root of at least five letters with the original stem.


The basic weight assigned to an expanded term isP (OjE), namely
the probability of the original term occurring given the expanded term.
The weights for the original source and expanded terms are both nor-
malised to give a total equal to the original term weight. Thus for a
term weight, T, the weights for the original and expanded terms are:


O =
T


T +
P


i
P (OjEi)


E =
P (OjE)


T +
P


i
P (OjEi)


The results are given in Tables 12 and 13 for the CU60 and TREC-7
data respectively.


AveP R-P @5docs AveP R-P @5docs
ref ref ref HTK HTK HTK


a 0.6687 0.5931 0.5600 0.6287 0.5583 0.5267
a +e 0.6695 0.5951 0.5633 0.6286 0.5592 0.5267
a +r 0.6816 0.6194 0.5600 0.6381 0.5737 0.5233
c 0.7109 0.6402 0.5867 0.6802 0.6216 0.5533
c +e 0.7121 0.6411 0.5900 0.6804 0.6225 0.5533
c +r 0.7060 0.6352 0.5833 0.6797 0.6204 0.5533


Table 12: Effect of adding expansion for the CU60 data set







AveP R-P @5docs AveP R-P @5docs
ref ref ref HTK HTK HTK


a 0.4661 0.4481 0.5304 0.4345 0.4242 0.5478
a +e 0.4668 0.4481 0.5304 0.4373 0.4242 0.5478
a +r 0.4687 0.4425 0.5478 0.4376 0.4192 0.5478
c 0.4808 0.4636 0.5913 0.4499 0.4372 0.5652
c +e 0.4868 0.4673 0.5913 0.4565 0.4408 0.5739
c +r 0.4953 0.4624 0.6000 0.4533 0.4438 0.5739


c-wp 0.4869 0.4818 0.5913 0.4499 0.4408 0.5739
c-wp +e 0.4868 0.4673 0.5913 0.4556 0.4408 0.5739
c-wp +r 0.4935 0.4624 0.6000 0.4521 0.4438 0.5739


Table 13: Effect of adding expansion for the TREC-7 data set


These results3 show that the basic expansion, exp1, increases aver-
age precision on both the benchmark and combined system for CU60
queries. The addition of roots to the expansion process increases av-
erage precision on the benchmark CU60 system, but does not for the
combined system. This is probably because the additional terms are
added as a consequence of bad performance by the stemmer, for ex-
ampleCalifornian! California, teaching! teacher. Hence, when
the expansion was added to the system which already included the
stemming exceptions list, the performance no longer increased. The
system used in the evaluation, therefore used the basic expansion sys-
tem, exp1, but not the roots expansion as it was thought the stemmer-
exceptions list offered better compensation for the problems with stem-
ming.


The expansion device increased average precision on the combined
TREC-7 system by 0.6% on the reference and 0.7% on the automatic
transcriptions. The roots expansion decreased average precision on
the automatic transcription as predicted, but actually increased aver-
age precision on the reference system. This may be partially due to the
fact that the stemmer-exceptions list was manually generated from just
the TREC-6 test data.


It is important to note that only a few words in a few queries have been
expanded. The effect of this kind of query expansion could therefore
be very different with a larger set of queries and documents. In addi-
tion, term co-occurrences may be better estimated using a larger dis-
tinct but similar collection of documents (e.g previous broadcast news
stories).


3.7. Improvements ? - Tuning Model Parameters


Finally the model parametersb andK were tuned to give maximum
average precision on the HTK transcriptions for the combined system
on the CU60 data set. The results for this are given in Table 14 for the
CU60 data set and 15 for the TREC-7 data set.


AveP R-P @5docs AveP R-P @5docs
ref ref ref HTK HTK HTK


a 0.6687 0.5931 0.5600 0.6287 0.5583 0.5267
a +tune 0.6686 0.5863 0.5633 0.6327 0.5603 0.5333
c 0.7121 0.6411 0.5900 0.6804 0.6225 0.5533
c +tune 0.7082 0.6352 0.5900 0.6832 0.6305 0.5567


Table 14: Effect of tuning model parameters on the CU60 data set


3These results are better than those submitted due to a bug in the expansion
code.


AveP R-P @5docs AveP R-P @5docs
ref ref ref HTK HTK HTK


a 0.4661 0.4481 0.5304 0.4345 0.4242 0.5478
a +tune 0.4696 0.4438 0.5391 0.4361 0.4221 0.5565
a +opt 0.4643 0.4365 0.5391 0.4509 0.4215 0.5652
c 0.4868 0.4673 0.5913 0.4565 0.4408 0.5739
c +tune 0.4935 0.4639 0.6000 0.4572 0.4493 0.5652
c +opt 0.4928 0.4659 0.5826 0.4834 0.4447 0.5739
c-wp 0.4868 0.4673 0.5913 0.4556 0.4408 0.5739
c-wp+tune 0.4903 0.4639 0.6000 0.4567 0.4493 0.5652
c-wp+opt 0.4854 0.4722 0.5913 0.4686 0.4438 0.5478


Table 15: Effect of tuning model parameters on the TREC-7 data set


4. SUMMARY OF IR RESULTS


4.1. Summary of Results on CU60 data


To summarise the foregoing results we show two Tables 16 and 17,
showing respectively the separate contributions of the various devices
detailed above, and their combined effects. The overall improvement
in average precision on the HTK transcriptions from adding all these
new features is 5.5%.


The equivalent results for TREC-7 are given in section 4.2.


AveP R-P @5docs AveP R-P @5docs
ref ref ref HTK HTK HTK


orig 0.6687 0.5931 0.5600 0.6287 0.5583 0.5267
stop 0.6758 0.5928 0.5733 0.6478 0.5834 0.5433
”+map 0.6960 0.6191 0.5867 0.6746 0.6217 0.5533
wp 0.6690 0.5898 0.5633 0.6371 0.5709 0.5267
POS 0.6750 0.6013 0.5633 0.6309 0.5552 0.5333
exp 0.6695 0.5951 0.5633 0.6286 0.5592 0.5267
tune 0.6686 0.5863 0.5633 0.6327 0.5603 0.5333


Table 16: Effect of devices applied separately on the CU60 data set


AveP R-P @5docs AveP R-P @5docs
ref ref ref HTK HTK HTK


orig 0.6687 0.5931 0.5600 0.6287 0.5583 0.5267
+stop 0.6758 0.5928 0.5733 0.6478 0.5834 0.5433
+map 0.6960 0.6191 0.5867 0.6746 0.6217 0.5533
+wp 0.7015 0.6288 0.5867 0.6760 0.6216 0.5500
+POS 0.7109 0.6402 0.5867 0.6802 0.6216 0.5533
+exp 0.7121 0.6411 0.5900 0.6804 0.6225 0.5533
+tune 0.7082 0.6352 0.5900 0.6832 0.6305 0.5567


Table 17: Effect of devices applied in combination on the CU60 data
set


4.2. Summary of Results on TREC-7 data


It can be seen that although it was previously thought that adding the
word-pair device decreases performance, in fact the performance is
higher if the word-pair information is included. This shows the dan-
gers of making general conclusions from such small increases in pre-
cision on a relatively small data set. It also illustrates the interaction
that occurs between the devices.







AveP R-P @5docs AveP R-P @5docs
ref ref ref HTK HTK HTK


orig 0.4661 0.4481 0.5304 0.4345 0.4242 0.5478
stop 0.4689 0.4617 0.5565 0.4512 0.4385 0.5826
”+map 0.4769 0.4694 0.5565 0.4422 0.4344 0.5565
wp 0.4597 0.4246 0.5130 0.4287 0.4097 0.5391
POS 0.4695 0.4328 0.5652 0.4446 0.4310 0.5565
exp 0.4668 0.4481 0.5304 0.4373 0.4242 0.5478
tune 0.4696 0.4438 0.5391 0.4361 0.4221 0.5565


Table 18: Devices applied separately on the TREC-7 data set


AveP R-P @5docs AveP R-P @5docs
ref ref ref HTK HTK HTK


orig 0.4661 0.4481 0.5304 0.4345 0.4242 0.5478
+stop 0.4689 0.4617 0.5565 0.4512 0.4385 0.5826
+map 0.4769 0.4694 0.5565 0.4422 0.4344 0.5565
+wp 0.4714 0.4549 0.5652 0.4423 0.4199 0.5565
+POS 0.4808 0.4636 0.5913 0.4499 0.4372 0.5652
+exp 0.4868 0.4673 0.5913 0.4565 0.4408 0.5739
+tune 0.4935 0.4639 0.6000 0.4572 0.4493 0.5652
run* 0.4817 0.4603 0.6000 0.4509 0.4330 0.5565
* The loss in the submitted run was due to bugs in the POS
weighting and expansion code


Table 19: Devices applied in combination on the TREC-7 data set


AveP R-P @5docs AveP R-P @5docs
ref ref ref HTK HTK HTK


orig 0.4661 0.4481 0.5304 0.4345 0.4242 0.5478
+stop 0.4689 0.4617 0.5565 0.4512 0.4385 0.5826
+map 0.4769 0.4694 0.5565 0.4422 0.4344 0.5565
+POS 0.4869 0.4818 0.5913 0.4499 0.4408 0.5739
+exp 0.4868 0.4673 0.5913 0.4556 0.4408 0.5739
+tune 0.4903 0.4639 0.6000 0.4567 0.4493 0.5652


Table 20: Cumulative Improvements on TREC-7 without wp


5. REPRESENTING RECOGNITION ACCURACY IN SDR


5.1. Word and Term Error Rates


Speech recognition accuracy is conventionally expressed in terms of
word error rate (WER). To calculate this an alignment of the hypothe-
sised and reference transcriptions is made and the number of insertion
(I) , deletion (D) and substitution (S) errors are found. ForW words
in the reference transcription, the word error is then given by:


WER=
(S + I +D)


W
:100%


When the transcriptions are subsequently used for information retrieval,
WER does not accurately reflect the input to the retrieval stage (see fig-
ure 3). Firstly, stop words are removed, some words are mapped, and
the words are stemmed; secondly, the order of the words is not con-
sidered in the standard retrieval case, so an alignment is not necessary,
and finally a traditional substitution error can be thought of as two er-
rors, as it not only misses a correct word, but also introduces a spurious
one. When investigating recognition accuracy for SDR, we therefore
use a Term Error Rate


TER=


P
w
jA(w)�B(w)j


W
:100%


whereA(w) andB(w) represent the number of times wordw occurs
in the referenceA and the transcriptionB. TER therefore models the
output of the pre-processor rather than the speech recogniser and is
more appropriate when considering subsequent retrieval performance.
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Figure 3: Defining Recognition Accuracy during Processing for SDR


5.2. Stopping, Stemming and Mapping


The pre-processing stages of stopping, stemming and mapping have
a great influence on the property of the data input to the informa-
tion retriever. For example, the number of words for each stage for
the TREC-6 and TREC-7 test data using our TREC-7 preprocessor is
given in Table 21.


TREC-6 DATA
Recogniser original +stop +map +abbrev+stem
Reference 408036 199861 198971 193383
IBM Baseline 404559 188117 187595 184214
Sheffield 382855 186447 185937 182864
HTK-1 397942 183475 182869 178805
HTK-2 393592 185527 184951 181105


TREC-7 DATA
Recogniser original +abbrev +map +stop +stem
Reference 765274 757848 756262 354258 354250
CUHTK 764707 757141 755774 347364 347322
Dragon 749253 742857 741633 348581 348578
ATT 759899 753153 751890 340680 340680
Base1 787199 780518 779252 349221 349159
Sheff 757870 750966 749889 361135 361053
Base2 845284 838188 836757 344622 344535
DERA2 776151 770109 769259 359326 359296
DERA1 717027 712844 712238 371499 371443


Table 21: Number of Words for TREC-6 and TREC-7 SDR after vari-
ous stages of processing


5.2.1. Word Error Rates


The corresponding WER at each of these processing stages is given in
Table 22 and the relationship between these WERs is shown in Fig-
ure 4.


The results on the TREC-6 data suggest that the WER after stopping
and stemming can be predicted reasonably accurately from the original
WER. However, this is not as clear from the TREC-7 results. The
DERA1 run is the only one where the WER goes up after stopping,
meaning that the stopped words are recognised better on average than
the non-stop words. This is not usually the case for ASR systems,
since the smaller stop-words which carry less information content are
generally more confusable than content words.







TREC-6 DATA
Recogniser original +stop +map +abbrev+stem
IBM Baseline 50.0 47.5 47.2 44.3
Sheffield 39.8 37.6 37.1 34.6
HTK-1 28.6 24.9 24.7 22.2
HTK-2 24.1 21.5 21.2 18.7


TREC-7 DATA
Recogniser original +abbrev +map +stop +stem
CUHTK 24.8 25.0 24.9 22.8 22.3
Dragon 29.8 29.9 29.8 27.6 26.8
ATT 31.0 31.2 31.1 28.2 27.4
Base1 34.6 34.3 34.2 30.8 30.0
Sheffield 35.8 36.0 35.9 34.4 33.4
Base2 47.1 47.2 47.1 43.4 42.0
DERA2 61.5 61.7 61.6 60.0 59.0
DERA1 66.2 66.4 66.3 69.1 67.7


Table 22: % Word Error Rate for TREC-6 and TREC-7 SDR
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Figure 4: Correlation between Word Error Rates whilst preprocessing.


5.2.2. Term Error Rates


Term error rates are more appropriate when considering speech recog-
nition for SDR problems because they model the input to the retriever
more accurately. Note, not producing any output gives a TER of 100%
whereas misrecognising every word as on OOV word produces a TER
of 200%, due to each substitution error counting as both an insertion
and deletion error. Misrecognising every word will in practise give
a TER of below 200% as the word ordering is unimportant, so some
recognition errors will cancel out.


The corresponding TER at each of the pre-processing stages is given in
Table 23 and the relationship between these TERs is shown in Figure 5.


It is interesting to note that on both data sets at low TER, complete pre-
processing does not seem to affect the TER. As the recognition perfor-
mance of the system decreases, so the effect on TER of preprocessing
increases.


TREC-6 DATA
Recogniser original +stop +map+abbrev+stem
IBM Baseline 61.1 73.7 67.4
Sheffield 48.4 59.2 53.0
HTK-1 32.9 37.6 32.8
HTK-2 28.2 32.8 28.2


TREC-7 DATA
Recogniser original +abbrev+stop +stem +map
CUHTK 31.6 37.2 32.7 32.1
Dragon 36.9 44.6 39.6 39.0
ATT 39.5 45.9 40.8 40.2
Base1 43.5 50.2 45.0 44.3
Sheffield 45.6 57.0 51.2 50.4
Base2 59.4 70.7 64.2 63.4
DERA2 81.5 98.7 92.3 91.7
DERA1 89.9 114.7 107.3 106.7


Table 23: % Term Error Rate for TREC-6 and TREC-7 SDR
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Figure 5: Correlation between Term Error Rates whilst preprocessing.


It is interesting to compare the relationship between our new met-
ric, the stopped/ stemmed/ mapped TER and the standard measure of
speech recognition performance, namely the unprocessed word error
rate. A graph showing the relationship between these is shown in Fig-
ure 6.


The difference between unprocessed WER and processed TER in-
creases as WER increases. This implies that in fact the input to the re-
triever degrades more rapidly than would be predicted from the WER.
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Figure 6: Relationship between Unprocessed WER and Processed
TER


It is also interesting to realise that stopping the documents increases
term error rate, although it decreases (aligned) word error rate. This is
thought to be because the majority of cancelling errors occur with the
shorter, stopped words, so the cancelling effect is reduced by stopping,
hence increasing TER. Stemming will always reduce both WER and
TER.


6. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TER AND IR
PERFORMANCE


The average precision, R precision and precision at 5, 10 and 30 doc-
uments recall is given for the different SDR runs in Table 24. This re-
lationship between the average precision and the stop/stem/map TER
is plotted in Figure 7 with R-precision in Figure 8. The interpolated
recall-precision averages, plotted in Figure 9 show the IR performance
of the different systems.
These results show that in general average precision decreases with
TER. The insertion rate may be an important influence on this as the
TREC-7 base 2 recogniser, which has an insertion rate of 13.0% as
opposed to the others which have between 4.3 and 8.8%, seems to pro-
duce worse IR performance than predicted. The relationship between
R-precision and TER is not as clear cut and the precision-recall graphs
show the degradation of IR performance on TREC-7 is not just related
to TER.


7. CONCLUSIONS


It is not possible to draw any strong conclusions from our TREC-7
experiments. This is partly because, in contrast to TREC as a whole,
there is no trend data: TREC-6 used the different, known-item retrieval
task. But more importantly, the test data is too small for reliable and
informative inference. It seems to be the case that the basic Okapi-
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Figure 7: Relationship between TER and Average Precision
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Figure 8: Relationship between TER and R Precision







TREC-6 DATA
PTER AveP R-Prec. @5docs @10docs


Reference 0.0 0.7082 0.6352 0.5900 0.4483
HTK-2 28.2 0.6832 0.6305 0.5567 0.4350
HTK-1 32.8 0.6697 0.6134 0.5700 0.4267
Sheffield 53.0 0.6164 0.5701 0.5500 0.4050
IBM Base 67.4 0.5377 0.4787 0.5100 0.3750


TREC-7 DATA
PTER AveP R-Prec. @5docs @10docs


Reference 0.0 0.4817 0.4603 0.6000 0.4739
CUHTK 32.1 0.4509 0.4330 0.5565 0.4522
Dragon 39.0 0.4428 0.4434 0.5652 0.4435
ATT 40.2 0.4419 0.4485 0.5652 0.4485
Base1 44.3 0.4272 0.4187 0.5478 0.4261
Sheff 50.4 0.4251 0.4015 0.5478 0.4391
Base2 63.4 0.3352 0.3619 0.4348 0.3826
DERA2 91.7 0.3810 0.3925 0.5217 0.4043
DERA1 106.7 0.3521 0.3806 0.5478 0.3957


Table 24: Effect of TER on IR Performance
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Figure 9: Overall IR performance using the different recognisers


style system works satisfactorily on both reference and automatically-
transcribed data, illustrating its power for documents of a rather differ-
ent discourse type from those used hitherto, and for ones in a different
medium. But while retrieval performance using our recogniser tran-
scriptions is near that for the reference data, it is not clear what impact
recognition failures would have on retrieval with a much larger data set
or very different forms of query. For the same reason, while we can
hypothesise that particular retrieval devices may be not just useful in
general but particularly appropriate for speech data, we cannot come
to any firmly predictive conclusions on their individual or combined
value.


We have investigated the effects of changing stop-lists, adding bad-
spelling correctors, a stemming exceptions list and basic synonym
mapping, including word-pair information, weighting query terms by
their part-of-speech and adding pre-search statistical expansion. Whilst
all of these have been shown to increase IR performance under certain
circumstances, the increases are small. Nevertheless the combination
of these devices led to an increase in average precision on the TREC-7
evaluation data of 2.74% on the reference and 2.27% on the automatic
transcriptions over last year’s system.
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